PVC construction panels and profiles

▪  Strong
▪  Easy to use
▪  Versatile
▪  Colourfast
▪  Hygienic
▪  Reusable
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▪  100% recyclable
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Panels and Profiles

Stands for high quality PVC panels and profiles.
Combiboard offers endless user possibilities and
is especially suitable for situations where high
demands are set on durability, user-friendliness,
hygiene and speed of construction.
Combiboard is like Lego:
strong, easy to use and versatile
With Combiboard you can build almost anything. You can use it to
construct big projects like halls and car washes or small jobs like
crates and table tops. It can be used for new construction, renovation
and temporary projects.
The panels are also very efficient to use, as they are easy to install and
can be produced to specific lengths, saving on time, money and waste.
Moreover, the panels are straightforward to process using regular tools
and additional devices, profiles and the like are easy to attach.

Combiboard Alfa
Combiboard Alfa is excellent for partition walls
and pen partitions. This is why Combiboard
is the favourite product for animal shed
contractors all over the world.
The high grade top layer provides excellent
resistance to chemicals like ammonia.
The panels are hygienic and easy to clean,
thanks to the smooth edges and the seamless
connections. Any height or width can be
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achieved by simply combining the various
panel widths. There are special caps available
which seal the sawing edges and prevent any
penetration from dirt, moisture and pests.
Combiboard Alfa is extremely versatile. Among
other things, the Alfa model is used for car
wash partitions, table tops, door panels and
even crush barriers.

transportcrates sanitary units pen
partitions temporary partition
walls bulk storage corridors renovation
carwashes permanent walls ceilings
control rooms storage spaces emergency showers
halls factorydoors sliding doors and so on

Combiboard Beta
Beta construction panels are specially
designed to construct (temporary) walls
and ceilings. The panels are fast, efficient
and easy to use. The end result is a strong,
hygienic, watertight and ready-to-use wall.
Thanks to the precise, fast and simple click
connection, the panels can be easily removed
and reused for other projects. The panels

can be ordered at any length. This saves on
processing time and waste. Finally, thanks to a
range of additional accessories, you can make
a variety of projects that can be completed to
very precise specifications.
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The Gamma panels are the tough guys in the
assortment. They are fire-rated Euro class B
(standard: DIN EN 13501-1) and extremely
robust. This makes Gamma panels ideal for
heavy-duty work; when fire safety is important
or in situations where extra strength or impact
resistance is needed. Among other things,

Combiboard Zeta
Combiboard Zeta is truly unique. With this
system you can build strong and maintenance
free walls in a very short time. First, the
panels are placed simply by hand. Next, any
needed wiring, windows or doors can be
applied. Finally, the panels can be filled with
cement or insulation materials and that’s it,
you are ready! Thanks to the drilled holes
in the partitioning, the filler spreads itself
out evenly within the wall, thus providing
a homogenous structure. The end result is a

rapidly built, strong and completely finished
wall that is unaffected by moisture, mould,
pests and aggressive liquids. And thanks to
the high grade top layer, a “Zeta-wall” is
colourfast and very hygienic. Combined with
the other Combiboard panels and profiles,
the possibilities and applications are endless:
slaughterhouses, cleanrooms, stables, bulk
storage, garages and shed buildings, to name
but a few. Every day new uses are discovered.

Combiboard characteristics:
▪ Durable, hard-wearing and colourfast
▪ Quick and easy to use
▪ Labour, waste and money saving
▪ Wide choice of models, sizes and colours
▪ Made to order lengths available
▪ Including matching profiles
▪ Unaffected by moisture, mould and pests
▪ Resistant against most chemicals
▪ Easy to clean, hygienic and virtually maintenance free
▪ Made with recycled PVC
▪ Reusable and 100% recyclable
The panels are covered with a smooth high grade PVC top layer.
As a result the panels are hygienic, colourfast and easy to stick or print on.

Combiboard Gamma can be used to make
a free-standing wall and may be used both
vertically and horizontally. This means that
you are free to design whatever you want
without worrying about the Euro classification.
This strongly distinguishes Gamma from the
other plastic partition systems on the market.

The company
Combiboard is a product made by Profextru, a former daughter of the
Wavin Group, with over 60 years of experience in the coextrusion of
heavy plastic profiles.
We are specialised in the development and production of durable
innovative solutions for demanding applications. Our products are
durable and sustainable alternatives for wood, steel and cement.
Among other things, our products are widely used in the agricultural
industry and in the civil engineering sector.
Besides Combiboard we are also the producer of Prolock, a patented
hybrid piling sheet system, and Profort, a durable and maintenancefree wall cladding system.

Durable and Sustainable

Committed and flexible

All our products are designed to last as long as possible, with minimal
impact on exhaustible natural resources and producing minimal
waste in the supply chain.

We are developer, producer and supplier; this keeps the process
lines short and efficient and the organisation flexible. We believe
in partnerships with both our customers and our suppliers. The
basic principle is that a long term co-operation and an open dialog
results in a mutual benefit. This contributes to the reliability and
involvement of all parties.

We use primarily recycled PVC as a raw material. This gives our
products a life expectancy of 50 years+ and makes them 100%
recyclable. Furthermore, it contributes to lowering the waste
mountain. We strive to reuse all our residual materials.

For further information, please look on our website or contact us
directly and we will be happy to help you.

Responsible business practise is part of our corporate DNA. Attention
to energy saving and protection of the environment is firmly rooted
in our policy and culture. Associated measures and operating plans
are integrated into our strategic plan. Our goal is to keep our carbon
footprint as small as possible.
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Profextru Productie B.V.
Bruchterweg 88
7772 BJ Hardenberg
the Netherlands

T +31 (0) 523 654 010
F +31 (0) 523 654 020
info@combiboard.nl
www.combiboard.nl

